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Two tons of shell deposit were brought in 
" Afterglow” on voyage o 69. 24/6/25.

A/G- harbour faster.

4/7/25.
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"I th reference to enclosures 5 and
in connection with the water for

to state that endeavours
have been made to burn,

This stone
came from the bed of

and it

to

About I ton of this stone was rut into the kiln
elected from

iovernment House Grounds,
was added.

although an improvised2. I consider the kiln,
one, worked very efficiently and that a. fair trial

after burning for approximately 70 hours, with the
results that the stone obtained from the 'eserwoir

lime to be observed.

4

enable it to be used for filtration purposes
that sufficient

bev

The shell

The Honourable
The Colonial Secretar

neglible
two samples showed no trace of

17
the liming of

’eservoir now being
ex.cavated,

Ih.-r.07i:. S?/n T.’QRa

•"?s hoped to prove by calcining

in a temper ry .kiln, 
stone which from outside appearance resembled

different sites, and later a. small quantity of

as suggested bv ’’essrs F.iley, Harbord Law

showed only a slight trace of lime as to‘.practically 
for the filtration purposes, and the other

a stone containing lime to a greater degree than any 
I have seen in the near vicinity.

shell deposit, obtained from

the 2tanlev Supply, I

together with two other samnles

lime was contained in the stone

1^25)

(Consulting Chemists) in enclosure I’7.

was given to the burning of the stone.
The kiln was drawn to-day (IIth June,
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sufficient

and,

iTO'T

further tests with

in the neat for kiln burnins’
hut eo peri (lent could he tried and if successful

cheaply as compared
v;ith the cost when burnt with coal.

ton of thisely I
ort Fitzroy, where it

for the purpose
Iuprove m e n t Depot.of

deposit6.
contains guano
site of a isvery old rookery. u

•;Uite possible that there is not a verv large quantity
available but a minor survey would determine this.
hould it be the case that the material contains
guano it would not be possible to utilise it in its

it

investigations have been carried out and until it has

f
I

been tried in a. temporary filter which I propose to 
make for the purpose of determining what amount

filter

I therefore submit that approximat

carrying out exp riments at the
I an of oninion that this shell

questionable whether there is

b~ obtained

the

it with peat.

it was not given

lime could be produced fairly

It is

material be obtained from F

The shell deposit burnt to a lime 
of very fair quality but there was not 
of this deposit burnt to enable proper trials 
to be carried out, and, as it was put into the 
ton of the kiln at a late hour, 
a fair trial in burning.

a kiln,
larger quantity and try burning

with coal in

however, that lime can

and is possibly obtained from the
If this is so i

raw state for filtration and liming purposes, but 
could be burnt and the lime obtained used in proper
proportions with the top layer of sand in th?
bed, but I suggest that this be left until further

I am convinced,
this shell deposit by calcining

but 1 should like to carry out

sufficient st?-In-- power

is understood this deposit exists,

, if any,



of the discolouration can be removed from the • star
7.

8. uantity of shell deposit
burnt was afterwards crushed and tested for making

briquette vrs made but this hasmortar.
but when mixed the

following’temperatures Were taken.

A small

2-.fter these investigations1 have been

Temperature of water.
'■ ’’ sand.Outside temperature.

Lx e c ut i v e Engineer, Ilth June,'Id2f.

The small

o... 570 ... 350 c J0 3 0 O’ '•

075

carried out it may be desirable to submit samples

"37verrture after being mixed together for I hr.

of the raw, burnt and washed material for analysis

not yet had time to set,

in inpland

Lime approximately 4 ois. mixed with 
P ozs. of send and water.
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Depot on 30th June, 1925.

cal cining exp er irnent s2

lime
too fine

and lays close like sand and in its present state5 5

cannot be burnt in a kiln either with neat or coal
as fuel.

a the request for a supply I was
was obtainable in fair

sized lumps arid compact similar to the small quantity
which was .obtained

accrue with calcininr.

with the experiment.
river onu.

this,

It was intended to carry out

Stanley Suprly, I beg to state that 39 bags of 
shell deposit from Fitzroy were delivered at this

Further to my report dated Ilth June, 
in connection with the liming of the water for the

I bee to state that

for filtration purposes,

co

3x ecutive Engineer. 
3rd July, 1925.

Slier: makine

The shell deposit delivered is loose,

from Government House grounds.
is obtainable in this form-some results might:.

please.

It is disanrointinw, but unless the shell 
deposit can be obtained

under the impression that it

in compact lumps
it is not considered feasible to proceed further

with this material with a view to obtaining sufficient 
etc.

11 lb

Colonial Secretary.

Perhaps more information car.


